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Address Book For Contacts, Addresses, Home ,
Mobile, Work and Fax Numbers with Space For
Birthdays. 6in by 9in Over 300 Sections to record
Contact details Alphabetical Paperback Edition Get
Your Copy Today!
??? Small address book with tabs ? Contacts
informations such as names and addresses and
emails and phone numbers are easy to organize
using this book. Also, they are easier to find because
this address keeper is alphabetized. ? You have 2
entries per page, each entry has comfortable spaces
to write in, the space between lines is not narrow
and the lines are long enough to write more than one
email or phone number or birthday. ? In this book,
you can record information of over 200 contacts and
if you were running out of space, you have extra
lined pages at the end of this small contacts
book.The size of this contacts tracker is small
enough to be taken with you in a bag or a purse. ?
You will really enjoy writing in this address book
made beautiful with the frame that encompasses the
page, the stars on his right side, the elegant
separator and the large watermarked alphabet letter
in light grey on each page. ? Buy this book for
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Stripes Designyourself or to make it a perfect gift for your coworker,
colleague, friend, mom, dad, brother, wife, husband,
grandmother or sister. ??? Product details: ? 6" X 9"
(15.24 cm X 22,86 cm) ? 120 pages of white paper,
black lines and fonts ? Pages arranged in
alphabetical order(A-Z), large watermarked alphabet
letter in light grey ? 4 pages per alphabetical letter, 2
entries per page ? Entries are inside a beautiful
frame ? Elegant separator between entries ? Stars
on the right side of the frame ? Name, address,
email, home, work, mobile, birthday and notes ? 13
pages for notes at the end of the book ? Softcover &
matte finish ? Perfect binding ? Elegant design
* A-Z Desktop Index Address Telephone book*
Making it easy for you to keep organised* Name,
Address, Telephone, E-mail, Birthday features*
Designer Book perfect for gifts* Great for home,
school or office* 240 sections to record contact
details
A5 Address Books With Alphabet Index Easy for
organizing your contacts, sorted by A-Z alphabet
letter. 126 pages (63 sheets). Store name, address,
phone, Email and note section. 2 pages for notes.
Dimensions 5.8"x8.3" (14.8x21 cm.) A5 size . White
paper (90GSM.) Soft glossy paperback (220GSM.).
Professional printing and perfect binding. High-
Quality. Fast Delivery. address book a5 A5 Address
Books With Alphabet Index A5 Address Book A-Z
Index Address Books With Alphabet Index A5 A-Z
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Stripes DesignAddress Book A5 A5 Telephone Address Book With
Alphabetical Index A5 Address Book With
Alphabetical Tabs
In the back of this book is a place for birthdays,
anniversaries by the month.At the bottom of each
Month you can see what the flowers or birthstone is
for that month.There is also a "List of Traditional and
Modern Gifts for a Wedding Anniversary". And a list
with "Signs of the Zodiac".Family Record Keeper
Genealogical Record. Family Death Record added
and Family Tree.
Password Book Alphabetical With TabsCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
Features: Space for over 330 entries Alphabetical
Tabs Each entry contains space for: Name Address
Home Work Mobile Email Anniversary Birthday
Notes Additional note pages Product Description:
6x9 size 120 pages Uniquely designed cover High
quality, heavy paper
* Address Telephone book* Helps you to keep
organised* Name, Address, Telephone, E-mail,
Birthday features* Designer Book perfect for gifts*
Great for home, school or office
This updated and revised first-course textbook in
applied probability provides a contemporary and
lively post-calculus introduction to the subject of
probability. The exposition reflects a desirable
balance between fundamental theory and many
applications involving a broad range of real problem
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audience, including mathematics and statistics
majors, prospective engineers and scientists, and
those business and social science majors interested
in the quantitative aspects of their disciplines. The
textbook contains enough material for a year-long
course, though many instructors will use it for a
single term (one semester or one quarter). As such,
three course syllabi with expanded course outlines
are now available for download on the book’s page
on the Springer website. A one-term course would
cover material in the core chapters (1-4),
supplemented by selections from one or more of the
remaining chapters on statistical inference (Ch. 5),
Markov chains (Ch. 6), stochastic processes (Ch. 7),
and signal processing (Ch. 8—available exclusively
online and specifically designed for electrical and
computer engineers, making the book suitable for a
one-term class on random signals and noise). For a
year-long course, core chapters (1-4) are accessible
to those who have taken a year of univariate
differential and integral calculus; matrix algebra,
multivariate calculus, and engineering mathematics
are needed for the latter, more advanced chapters.
At the heart of the textbook’s pedagogy are 1,100
applied exercises, ranging from straightforward to
reasonably challenging, roughly 700 exercises in the
first four “core” chapters alone—a self-contained
textbook of problems introducing basic theoretical
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Stripes Designknowledge necessary for solving problems and
illustrating how to solve the problems at hand – in R
and MATLAB, including code so that students can
create simulations. New to this edition • Updated
and re-worked Recommended Coverage for
instructors, detailing which courses should use the
textbook and how to utilize different sections for
various objectives and time constraints • Extended
and revised instructions and solutions to problem
sets • Overhaul of Section 7.7 on continuous-time
Markov chains • Supplementary materials include
three sample syllabi and updated solutions manuals
for both instructors and students
Book Description Have you ever spent too-long time
on finding contact information of your friends? We
wrote addresses of our friends in a notebook, but
when we need to find one, we couldn't find it
immediately. We had to flips pages on one by one,
one by one, back and forth. However, we still
couldn't find the information we needed because the
information is unorganized. That's why we need to
use a address notebook with alphabetical sections.
Specification of this book This address organizer is
medium, A5 size, approximately 6" x 8". It can easily
be taken with you anywhere. Just put it in a bag and
you can go around. There are 106 pages, 53 white-
paper sheets, in this address notebook. The book
contains areas to fill-in contact information - name /
address / phone / email / birthday / notes, 3 sets per
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lines to write in so that you can jot down the
information more comfortably with plenty of rooms.
The interior of the book is also presented in
alphabetical order, A to Z respectively, each letter for
4 pages. You can have just a glance on a page to
see which A-Z section you are at. The alphabetical
sections are carefully designed to present stylish
appearance with large text. In short, it's beautiful,
neat and easy to look. Summarizing, the book
contains: Size: 5.8" x 8.3", A5, medium Amount of
pages: 106 pages Type: soft cover, matte, perfect
binding Design: cute cover design, white paper sheet
Interior: 3 blank contact sets per page (name /
address / phone / email / birthday / notes) Additional
interior: A-Z sections printed respectively, 4 pages
for each letter section Perfect gift for anyone who
would like to record contact information of their
friends
Quality Large Print Address Book for Under $10 This
large print address book (8.5 x 11 inches) has plenty
of room for your addresses, phone numbers, and
email addresses. It also has many blank lined pages
for you to store other important information like
account information or the location of important
documents. Use a pencil so your entries are
erasable and easily updated. There is plenty of
space between the lines so you can write larger and
easily read your information. Want to see what the
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your computer and click on the cover for the "Look
Inside" feature. (Sorry, Amazon doesn't make this
feature available for mobile browsers!) The address
book has printed alphabetical tabs (with a page
index) so you can find the information you are
looking for quickly. Includes pages to record
birthdays, anniversaries and other important dates.
Blank lined pages included for additional notes and
other important information. Large size for easy
handling. Large 26 point font for easy reading.
Space for over 300 contacts Size 8 1/2 by 11 inches.
Softcover - Matte finish - Perfect binding - White
paper Extra lined pages for recording phone
numbers, notes, and utility and policy information.
Printed Locally.
A5 Address Book With Alphabetical Tabs Easy for
organizing your contacts, sorted by A-Z alphabet
letter. 126 pages (63 sheets). Store name, address,
phone, Email and note section. 2 pages for notes.
Dimensions 5.8"x8.3" (14.8x21 cm.) A5 size . White
paper (90GSM.) Soft glossy paperback (220GSM.).
Professional printing and perfect binding. High-
Quality. Fast Delivery. address book a5 A5 Address
Books With Alphabet Index A5 Address Book A-Z
Index Address Books With Alphabet Index A5 A-Z
Address Book A5 A5 Telephone Address Book With
Alphabetical Index A5 Address Book With
Alphabetical Tabs
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for phone number of Home, Office, Mobile and Notes
section. 120 pages include first page for personal
information, 116 pages for store 580 contacts, 3 pages
for notes. Dimensions 5.8" x 8.3" (14.8 x 21 cm) A5 size.
120 Pages. White paper 90gsm. Soft glossy finish cover
220gs. Professional printing and perfect binding. High
quality. Fast delivery. Large Print telephone book good
for seniors Telephone Only BookTelephone Numbers
Only BookTelephone Phone BookTelephone Phone
Books No AddressesTelephone Book No
AddressTelephone Book A-Z LargeTelephone Book
A5Telephone Books AlphabetPersonal Telephone
BookWhite Pages Of The Telephone BookTelephone
Log Book
This manual implements Air Force Policy Directive
(AFPD) 36-28, Awards and Decorations Programs; and
AFPD 36-31, Personal Affairs. This manual governs the
Air Force special trophies, awards, decorations and
memorialization programs. It applies to Regular Air
Force, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard
personnel; and where specified applies to Air Force
civilian employees paid through appropriated funds. In
collaboration with the Chief of Air Force Reserve
(AF/RE) and Director of the Air National Guard
(NGB/CF), the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower,
Personnel, and Services (AF/A1) develops personnel
policy for the Air Force Awards and Memorialization
Program. Ensure all records created as a result of
processes prescribed in this publication are maintained
in accordance with Air Force Manual (AFMAN) 33-363,
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with the Air Force Records Disposition Schedule located
in the Air Force Records Information Management
System.
Book Description Have you ever spent too-long time on
finding contact information of your friends? We wrote
addresses of our friends in a notebook, but when we
need to find one, we couldn't find it immediately. We had
to flips pages on one by one, one by one, back and forth.
However, we still couldn't find the information we needed
because the information is unorganized. That's why we
need to use a address notebook with alphabetical
sections. Specification of this book This address
organizer is medium, A5 size, approximately 6" x 8". It
can easily be taken with you anywhere. Just put it in a
bag and you can go around. There are 106 pages, 53
white-paper sheets, in this address notebook. The book
contains areas to fill-in contact information - name /
address / phone / email / birthday / notes, 3 sets per
page. Each area for address comes with two blank lines
to write in so that you can jot down the information more
comfortably with plenty of rooms. The interior of the book
is also presented in alphabetical order, A to Z
respectively, each letter for 4 pages. You can have just a
glance on a page to see which A-Z section you are at.
The alphabetical sections are carefully designed to
present stylish appearance with large text. In short, it's
beautiful, neat and easy to look. Summarizing, the book
contains: Size: 5.8" x 8.3", A5, Medium Amount of
pages: 106 pages Type: soft cover, matte, perfect
binding Design: minimal cover design, white paper sheet
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phone / email / birthday / notes) Additional interior: A-Z
sections printed respectively, 4 pages for each letter
section Made-In: USA Perfect gift for friendly people who
would like to record contact information of their friends
Just say "no" to piles of sticky notes with your passwords
and logins! A timely and valuable resource in the "Age of
the Hacker." This essential notebook maintains your
personal and financial safety. Record the necessarily
complex passwords and user log-in names required to
thwart hackers. This time- and headache-saving logbook
has numerous tabbed alphabetical pages to make
looking up a website address--and its corresponding log-
in(s) and password(s) - easy to manage. It fits within a
purse or briefcase, if you need to take it with you. Each
entry has multiple locations to note new/changing log-ins
or passwords, some notes about creating user names
and passwords, Internet safety tips, locations to record
software and hardware license numbers, home and
business network settings, and more. For the ultimate in
online safety, follow these tips: -- Forget the dictionary. --
Never use the same password twice. -- The longer your
password, the longer it will take to crack. -- Just "jam" on
your keyboard to create an entirely random password. --
Store your password off the computer. With this book,
create and keep unique and difficult passwords and log-
in names with ease!
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures,
Introduction to Probability provides essential language
and tools for understanding statistics, randomness, and
uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of
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and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
Phone Book For Elderely Large Print A-Z Alphabet Index
Large Print Each entry contains space for phone number
of Home, Office, Mobile and Notes section. ? 120 pages
include first page for personal information, 116 pages for
store 580 contacts, 3 pages for notes. ? Dimensions 5.8"
x 8.3" (14.8 x 21 cm) A5 size. ? 120 Pages. ? White
paper 90 GSM. ? Soft glossy cover. ? High quality. ?
Fast delivery. Telephone Log BookTelephone Only
BookTelephone Numbers Only BookTelephone Phone
BookTelephone Phone Books No AddressesTelephone
Book No AddressTelephone Book A-Z LargeTelephone
Book A5Telephone Books AlphabetPersonal Telephone
BookWhite Pages Of The Telephone BookTelephone
Log Book
The telephone marks the place of an absence. Affiliated
with discontinuity, alarm, and silence, it raises
fundamental questions about the constitution of self and
other, the stability of location, systems of transfer, and
the destination of speech. Profoundly changing our
concept of long-distance, it is constantly transmitting
effects of real and evocative power. To the extent that it
always relates us to the absent other, the telephone, and
the massive switchboard attending it, plugs into a
hermeneutics of mourning. The Telephone Book, itself
organized by a "telephonic logic," fields calls from
philosophy, history, literature, and psychoanalysis. It
installs a switchboard that hooks up diverse types of
knowledge while rerouting and jamming the codes of the
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nothing less than consider the impact of the telephone
on modern thought. Her highly original, multifaceted
inquiry into the nature of communication in a
technological age will excite everyone who listens in. The
book begins by calling close attention to the importance
of the telephone in Nazi organization and propaganda,
with special regard to the philosophy of Martin
Heidegger. In the Third Reich the telephone became a
weapon, a means of state surveillance, "an open
accomplice to lies." Heidegger, in Being and Time and
elsewhere, elaborates on the significance of "the call." In
a tour de force response, Ronell mobilizes the history
and terminology of the telephone to explicate his difficult
philosophy. Ronell also speaks of the appearance of the
telephone in the literary works of Duras, Joyce, Kafka,
Rilke, and Strindberg. She examines its role in
psychoanalysis—Freud said that the unconscious is
structured like a telephone, and Jung and R. D. Laing
saw it as a powerful new body part. She traces its
historical development from Bell's famous first call:
"Watson, come here!" Thomas A. Watson, his assistant,
who used to communicate with spirits, was eager to get
the telephone to talk, and thus to link technology with
phantoms and phantasms. In many ways a meditation on
the technologically constituted state, The Telephone
Book opens a new field, becoming the first political
deconstruction of technology, state terrorism, and
schizophrenia. And it offers a fresh reading of the
American and European addiction to technology in which
the telephone emerges as the crucial figure of this age.
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entry contains space for phone number of Home, Office,
Mobile and Notes section. 120 pages include first page
for personal information, 116 pages for store 580
contacts, 3 pages for notes. Dimensions 5.8" x 8.3" (14.8
x 21 cm) A5 size. 120 Pages. White paper 90 GSM. Soft
glossy cover. High quality. Fast delivery. Telephone Only
Book , Telephone Numbers Only Book , Telephone
Phone Book , Telephone Phone Books With Tabs No
Addresses , Telephone Book No Address , Telephone
Book A-Z Large , Telephone Book A5 , Telephone Books
Alphabet , Personal Telephone Book , White Pages Of
The Telephone Book , Telephone Log Book
Capturing the flavour of finely wrought Renaissance-style
leather bindings, Paperblanks Old Leather Black
Moroccan Address Book pays homage to the craft of
delicate gold tooling, originally brought to Europe via the
flourishing trade routes to the East. The timeless beauty
of an antique leather book is brought into the present on
the cover of this intricately embellished, rich brown
contact book.
The first time Melanie Ross meets April Hall, she’s not
sure they have anything in common. But she soon
discovers that they both love anything to do with ancient
Egypt. When they stumble upon a deserted storage yard,
Melanie and April decide it’s the perfect spot for the
Egypt Game. Before long there are six Egyptians, and
they all meet to wear costumes, hold ceremonies, and
work on their secret code. Everyone thinks it’s just a
game until strange things start happening. Has the Egypt
Game gone too far?
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and slim easy to carry. 60 pages. Records phone
number Home, Office and Mobile. Dimensions 4x6
Inches. White paper (90GSM.) Soft glossy paperback
(220GSM.). Professional printing and perfect binding.
High-Quality. Fast Delivery. Telephone Directory Book
Phone Directory Book Phone Book Mini Phone Book
Small Phone Book Slim Telephone Book Index
Telephone Number BookSmall Telephone Book
Password Book / Web Password Book / Password
Organizer / Password Journal / Internet Password Book /
Password Keeper *Discreet Notebook *Easily to Find
What you are looking *Directory Alphabetical *5 inches
By 8 inches *Keep All Your Passwords In One Place And
Never Forget A Password Again *This Notebook
Contains Over 300 Places To Reminder Your Passwords
*The Notebook Contains Spaces For Date, Website
Address, Email Address, User Name, Password,
Security Question And Note Get Your Copy Today!!
Now celebrating the 42nd anniversary of The
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, soon to be a Hulu
original series! “Douglas Adams is a terrific
satirist.”—The Washington Post Book World Facing
annihilation at the hands of the warlike Vogons?
Time for a cup of tea! Join the cosmically displaced
Arthur Dent and his uncommon comrades in arms in
their desperate search for a place to eat, as they
hurtle across space powered by pure improbability.
Among Arthur’s motley shipmates are Ford Prefect,
a longtime friend and expert contributor to The
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Beeblebrox, the three-armed, two-headed ex-
president of the galaxy; Tricia McMillan, a fellow
Earth refugee who’s gone native (her name is
Trillian now); and Marvin, the moody android. Their
destination? The ultimate hot spot for an evening of
apocalyptic entertainment and fine dining, where the
food speaks for itself (literally). Will they make it?
The answer: hard to say. But bear in mind that The
Hitchhiker’s Guide deleted the term “Future
Perfect” from its pages, since it was discovered not
to be! “What’s such fun is how amusing the galaxy
looks through Adams’s sardonically silly
eyes.”—Detroit Free Press
??? Small address book with tabs ? Contacts
informations such as names and addresses and
emails and phone numbers are easy to organize
using this book. Also, they are easier to find because
this address keeper is alphabetized. ? You have 2
entries per page, each entry has comfortable spaces
to write in, the space between lines is not narrow
and the lines are long enough to write more than one
email or phone number or birthday. ? In this book,
you can record information of over 200 contacts and
if you were running out of space, you have extra
lined pages at the end of this small contacts book.
The size of this book is small enough to be taken
with you in a bag or a purse. ? Buy this book for
yourself or to make it a perfect gift for your coworker,
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grandmother or sister. ??? Product details: ? 6" X 9"
(15.24 cm X 22,86 cm) ? 120 pages of white paper,
grey lines and white fonts ? Pages arranged in
alphabetical order(A-Z) ? 4 pages per alphabetical
letter, 2 entries per page ? Elegant separator
between entries ? Name, address, email, home,
work, mobile, birthday and notes ? 13 pages for
notes at the end of the book ? Softcover & matte
finish ? Perfect binding ? Elegant design
Birthdays and anniversaries are never easy to
remember. The RHS Birthday Book is the place to
keep all your important dates together so that you
will never have to worry about forgetting them again.
This brand new edition of the best-selling RHS
Birthday Book features all new illustrations.
Book Description Have you ever spent too-long time
on finding contact information of your friends? We
wrote addresses of our friends in a notebook, but
when we need to find one, we couldn't find it
immediately. We had to flips pages on one by one,
one by one, back and forth. However, we still
couldn't find the information we needed because the
information is unorganized. That's why we need to
use a address notebook with alphabetical sections.
Specification of this book This address organizer is
medium, A5 size, approximately 6" x 8". It can easily
be taken with you anywhere. Just put it in a bag and
you can go around. There are 106 pages, 53 white-
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contains areas to fill-in contact information - name /
address / phone / email / birthday / notes, 3 sets per
page. Each area for address comes with two blank
lines to write in so that you can jot down the
information more comfortably with plenty of rooms.
The interior of the book is also presented in
alphabetical order, A to Z respectively, each letter for
4 pages. You can have just a glance on a page to
see which A-Z section you are at. The alphabetical
sections are carefully designed to present stylish
appearance with large text. In short, it's beautiful,
neat and easy to look. Summarizing, the book
contains: Size: 5.8" x 8.3", A5, medium Amount of
pages: 106 pages Type: soft cover, matte, perfect
binding Design: cute cover design, white paper sheet
Interior: 3 blank contact sets per page (name /
address / phone / email / birthday / notes) Additional
interior: A-Z sections printed respectively, 4 pages
for each letter section Made-In: USA Perfect gift for
anyone who would like to record contact information
of their friends
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